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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The Winters Building at the northwest corner of MacDonald Avenue and 11th Street in
downtown Richmond appears to be a historic resource under CEQA by its eligibility as a historic
resource under Richmond’s historic resource code, and by its eligibility for listing on both the
California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) and the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP).
It appears to meet five of the six criteria for designation as a historic resource in Richmond.
Summarizing, these are 1) cultural significance as an early private theater, 2) significance for
association with a significant person — Adolph Winters, 3) geographical significance for its
proximity to Richmond’s historic center, 4) an example of a building type, a two-part building
with commercial use on the ground level and a ballroom-theater above, and 5) a representative of
the work of A.W. Cornelius, an architect who made an influential contribution to Richmond.
It appears to be eligible under criterion 2 of the CRHR at the local level. Under criterion 2, it is
associated with Adolph Winters, a significant local person.
Similarly, it appears to be eligible under criterion B of the NRHP at the local level. Under
criterion B, it is associated with Adolph Winters, a significant local person.
Under both CRHR and NRHP, the period of significance is 1923 to 1938. The building
possesses integrity for this period.

METHODS
This report was prepared by Michael R. Corbett, who meets the qualifications of an architectural
historian under the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. The report was prepared in December
2006.
In addition to the inspection of the building, the principal tasks have been research on the history
of the property, research on relevant historic contexts, evaluation of significance, and preparation
of this report.
Research on the property has included research in public records of the county assessor and
recorder and at the City of Richmond building department, research in building plans at the
Winters Building, research online in census records and newspapers, and research in directories
at the Richmond Museum of History.
Research on the contexts has included research on the history of Richmond at the Richmond
Public Library and the Richmond Museum of History; and research on the architect and the
building type at the Environmental Design Library at the University of California, and in
telephone conversations with Bill Beutner at San Francisco Architectural Heritage, Gary Goss,
Betty Marvin at the Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey, and Woodruff Minor.
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DESCRIPTION
SETTING
The Winters Building is located in downtown Richmond at the northwest corner of MacDonald
Avenue and 11th Street, one block east of what was long considered, from about 1920 to 1960 or
later, the heart of downtown — at MacDonald and 10th. Although many of the buildings built
along MacDonald and its cross streets in the period from 1902 to 1941 when it was developed as
Richmond’s main street have been demolished, a cluster survives in the block where the Winters
Building stands on the southwest corner. The remodeled American Trust Building survives at
MacDonald and 10th streets and smaller, largely remodeled buildings survive on MacDonald
between the Winters Building and the American Trust Building, and on 10th Street north of the
American Trust Building.
Looking up and down MacDonald Avenue from the Winters Building, there are a few scattered
buildings remaining between First and Seventeenth streets that survive from before World War
II. MacDonald Avenue no longer retains its unbroken cohesion that existed when it was
Richmond’s main street. Many of the sites of earlier buildings are now empty parking lots, or
replaced with strip malls and related developments, as is the case across 11th Street from the
Winters Building. Still, the Winters Building block persists as the strongest remnant of the prewar downtown.
BUILDING
Because the Winters Building has been remodeled inside, it might be described as either a threeor four-story building with a basement; originally it was a two-story building, with each tall
story served by a mezzanine, one of which is now counted as a story. It is forty-five feet tall and
fills its rectangular lot measuring 50 by 108.4 feet.
Its plan, which was substantially altered from the original in 1978, consists of five levels. The
basement is used for storage. The first floor and mezzanine were subdivided for offices in 1978
and have since been modified for use by the East Bay Center for the Performing Arts; the two
largest spaces are a music rehearsal room in the center and a dance rehearsal space at the front on
the ground floor. The next level, originally the ballroom floor, is still called the second floor;
this has been reorganized and subdivided so that the ballroom-theater space that once took up
most of the floor occupies less space and the rest of the floor is cut up into offices and studios.
The balcony-mezzanine floor, now called the third floor, has been expanded into the former
ballroom space; this floor consists of small studio and practice rooms, a large central rehearsal
room, and abbreviated balconies.
While the building was originally entered from both MacDonald Avenue and 11th Street, each
entrance marked by a marquee, since the ground floor modifications for the East Bay Center for
the Performing Arts, the MacDonald Avenue entrances have been closed and the principal
entrance to the building is under the marquee on 11th Street. Inside this entrance, which was
once the lobby for the ballroom and was later the Moana Club, there is now a reception area, an
elevator, and stairways to the basement and upper floors.
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The building is a reinforced-concrete structure with an interior framework of massive wood
posts on the basement and ground levels. The second floor and its balcony were originally freed
of columns by a roof truss over the entire space; a fragment of the truss is visible in the central
rehearsal space, now skylit, on the third floor, and two of the rods on which the balcony was
hung from the truss are visible in the altered balcony that survives.
The exterior surfaces are designed in a two-part composition with ornamentation derived from
Renaissance and Baroque sources. These decorative features survive in part on the lower level
and appear to be almost completely intact in the more important upper, ballroom, level. The
decorative surfaces exist only on the two street facades; the other two facades, one adjacent to a
building on the west side and the other facing a parking lot at the rear, were built as exposed
rough concrete walls. The rear wall has a mural that was placed under the auspices of the
Redevelopment Agency after the building was rehabilitated in 1978. The distinctive angular
windows that serve to suggest the interior modernization are incorporated in the artwork.
The ground level facades can be viewed in two parts, the facade facing MacDonald Avenue and
roughly the first three bays on 11th Street. These facades correspond to the original glass
storefront of the building. Between 1939 and 1978, this area was thoroughly remodeled for a
series of stores. In 1978 it was given a unified treatment, related to the rest of the ground level,
for its new use.
The rear bays on the 11th Street facade were originally designed with two levels of wood
casement windows in a stuccoed wall scored in imitation of stone masonry. Since 1978, the
wood windows and scored surface has survived in the upper part of the wall. The lower part
now has a smooth surface and deep-set metal windows. The north end of the 11th Street facade
retains much of its original entryway including its cantilevered marquee, and the rusticated and
paneled surfaces above and to the north side of the marquee; the surface to the south of the
marquee is now smooth stucco and the doors and door frames have been replaced since 1978.
The upper surfaces are richly embellished in compositions of classical orders and arches
executed in white cement, cast cement, cement plaster, and sheet metal. The two facades are
variations on a common theme, each treated as a giant pilaster order with end panels that frame a
central composition of arches. The arches at the ends, with faces on the keystones, are set
between small pilasters with angels in the capitals. The wall background is scored in a diamond
pattern; the order consists of thin pilasters, an entablature of cast cement, and a projecting sheet
metal cornice.
On the facade at the stage end of the original ballroom, there are two glazed arches, one on either
side of a central blind arch that is outlined in a rich band. In the center of the blind arch is a
medallion with cameos of two faces, a man and a woman; from the one available photograph of
Adolph Winters, this appears to be Winters and his wife, Elisabeth.
On the 11th Street facade, there are three parts to the design: between smaller versions of the
front facade at the two ends, each of them of different sizes, there is a five-arch arcade of
windows, with the name “Winters Building” in cast cement letters above. Each end pavilion
consists of a pilaster order that defines three panels in an a-b-a rhythm; in the central panel, like
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the flanking arches on MacDonald Street, there is a glazed arch with a face-keystone set between
a small pilaster order with angel capitals.
The facades are rich and lively and convey the vitality that is appropriate to the kinds of
activities that might have taken place in the ballroom. At the same time, they are awkwardly
composed and proportioned, designed by an architect who probably adapted examples found in
books to this facade rather than created the design from an understanding of classical principles.

SITE HISTORY
The Winters Building was built on lots 15 and 16 of block 44 (measuring 50 by 108.4 feet) as
shown on the Map of the City of Richmond. The land was surveyed in February 1902 and
recorded 18 March 1902. Most parcels shown on the Map of the City of Richmond were sold
quickly and many went through more than one owner before they were developed. Sometime
after October 1905 and before May 1909, a structure was built on lot 15; by June 1916 this
structure was gone, as shown by a series of Sanborn maps.
On 3 May 1919, Adolph Winters purchased the entire property (lots 15 and 16 of block 44) from
Henry M Landsberger by assuming payments on a mortgage held by Celeste Guigni, and on
delinquent taxes.
Then, on 15 September 1919, Adolph Winters and his wife Elisabeth took out a $6,000 mortgage
on the property that involved E.M. Donner, W.L. Ballenger, and The Mechanics Bank of
Richmond, enabling them to pay the taxes and debts acquired with the property. They repaid
this loan on 13 December 1920.

BUILDING HISTORY
At an unknown date, Adolph Winters hired A.W. Cornelius, architect, of San Francisco, to
prepare plans for a “Store and Public Hall Building.” The Winters Building was built in two
phases, first its foundation and basement and, after an interval of five months, the rest of the
building.
On 27 July 1921, Adolph Winters hired Leo T. Ruegg of the firm of Ruegg Brothers to build a
reinforced concrete foundation for a building at the northwest corner of MacDonald Avenue and
11th Street. Ruegg began the work under a permit granted 11 August 1921 and completed it 21
November 1921 at a cost of $6,000.00.
Work on the main part of the building was revived on 28 April 1922 when Winters hired P.M.
Sanford, a builder active in Richmond — Sanford was the lowest of eight bidders (Richmond
Terminal 28 April 1922, cited in Point Counterpoint 1978). On 7 July 1922, building permit no.
4105 was issued for construction of the building at an estimated cost of $65,000.00. In addition
to Sanford, the builder R.W. Timmons was the plumbing contractor and Pioneer Electric
Company was the electrical contractor. Sanford’s work was completed 23 March 1923. The
final inspection was 1 June 1923.
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From the plans (23 sheets) and permits, it is possible to picture the Winters Building as it was
when it opened. It was a forty-five foot tall building with two high floors, each with a
mezzanine, over a full basement. The ground floor was designed for a flower shop and a music
business which extended into the mezzanine. The upper floor was a ballroom that included a
stage at one end and a horseshoe balcony or mezzanine.
The principal entrance to the ground level was on MacDonald Avenue whose entire frontage was
shaded by an arched marquee; customers entered through a U-shaped open-air vestibule with
extensive glass display windows and a terrazzo floor into an interior court with glass display
windows on the sides, a fountain in the center, and a wide stairway to the mezzanine. The flower
business was along the west side, including a walk-in cold-storage box; a work room with sinks,
counters, and floor drains; and a rose room. The music business was along the east side and on
the mezzanine. On the ground level were several rooms labeled “Listening Booth;” the
mezzanine was divided into eight rooms and open loft space. The two floors were linked by a
“telemegafone for music store.”
The principle entrance to the upper level ballroom was at the rear of the building on 11th Street,
designated by a projecting marquee. The doors opened into a lobby leading to a staircase to the
upper level on axis with the entrance. On either side of this axis were a cashier’s booth, a check
room, and toilets. The stairs wound up in three flights to the second level lobby; the lobby
opened through four archways into the ballroom with a gas light at the rear, a maple floor in the
main space, and a stage with a proscenium arch at the south end. Stairs in the lobby and at the
front of the ballroom led up to the balcony; this had a “refreshment area” at the rear with a coffee
urn, refrigerator, and range.
The two parts of the building had very different characters: the flower shop and music store were
modern and the ballroom was traditional. In the flower shop and music store, the surfaces of the
walls, columns, and display windows were all glass and mirrors; these were not set in wood
frames or conspicuously ornate mullions. The vestibule and interior court were dominated by
these modern industrial materials that created an atmosphere of light and transparency. The
ballroom on the other hand had features associated with a traditional theater: a proscenium arch
and a ceiling embellished by a heavy wood molding and rosettes around the edges and three
large chandeliers in the center. According to Point Counterpoint, there was also “an exquisite
green glass fountain that adorned one of the finest springboard dance floors in existence.”
The building also utilized a range of modern technologies of the time. Its exterior walls were of
reinforced concrete for fire resistance and earthquake safety; concrete was also associated with
sanitation, a consideration for a flower business. The heavy timber columns and trusses were
also considered fire resistant; evidence of a fire in the past in the charred surfaces of basement
columns suggests that they have performed as intended.
When it opened, the building had plumbing to serve workers, theater goers, and the flower
business, including toilets, basins, sinks, ice chests, and floor drains. There were also outlets for
gas lights in the interior court, the ballroom, and the refreshment area. In addition, there were
234 electrical outlets, 50 switches, 202 lamps, and an elevator. An unusual feature was a
“telemegafone” for communication within the building.
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During the years they owned the building, the Winters made few changes. The largest was in
1932 when they spent $3,000 on alterations to the ground floor interior.
The first substantial alterations were made by a subsequent owner, the Mechanics Bank, who
remodeled the ground floor into five stores at a cost of $8,000.00. This resulted in three stores
entered on MacDonald Avenue at 1029, 1031, and 1035 and two stores entered on 11th Street, at
303 and 305. Although the permits are unclear, it seems likely that the stairs were changed at
this time, eliminating the ground floor entrance lobby and rear stairs to the ballroom, and
replacing them with new stairs adjacent to the elevator.
From 1939 to 1974 when the building was purchased by the Richmond Redevelopment Agency,
there were forty-two permits taken out costing from $30.00 to $1,000.00 for minor work such as
remodeling, plastering, installing lights, plumbing fixtures, partitions, signs, etc. In addition,
there were two permits taken out by Simpson’s Jewelry store at 1035 MacDonald Avenue in the
corner rental space for more expensive work — a $10,000 interior alteration and a $2,000 neon
sign in 1953. While the specific character of these alterations is unknown, the cumulative effect
of so many changes over 35 years was a loss not only of the arched marquee and the glass front
of the building, but a loss of the unified design and transparency of the interrelated flower and
music stores.
In 1977, the owner at that time, the Richmond Redevelopment Agency, proposed rehabilitating
the building as part of an effort to revitalize downtown Richmond. In March 1977, the agency
proposed spending more than $300,000 to accommodate the East Bay Center for the Performing
Arts upstairs and offices downstairs. The director, Larry Burris hoped “to have tenants
eventually purchase the structure.” (Oakland Tribune 1977). The City Council supported a plan
for the Winters Building and two smaller buildings in which a proposed non-profit corporation
“would serve as interim owner of key properties to be rehabilitated and then resold (Oakland
Tribune March 1977) In April, the Redevelopment Agency announced that it was “seeking a
federal grant to create a central solar heating unit for buildings on a square block of downtown
Richmond.” (Oakland Tribune April 1977); this would include the Winters Building but was
never realized. In November 1977, the city council approved a $525,000 project to rehabilitate
the Winters Building with the Redevelopment Agency occupying ground floor office space.
In the last year before its rehabilitation, there were some retail tenants in the building, but its
ballroom had “been vacant for years.” Photographs show the ballroom more or less intact, with
its proscenium, its balcony suspended from above, and its circular ceiling decorations (minus the
original chandeliers which were replaced by standard hanging lamps). The exterior of the
building appeared generally intact except for the remodeled storefronts at the MacDonald
Avenue end of the building. (Oakland Tribune August 1977).
Plans for the rehabilitation were prepared by Interactive Resources, Inc. of Point Richmond,
dated 19 December 1977. This work was done under building permit no. 90060 dated 14
December 1977. Final inspection of the completed work was 1 June 1978.
The rehabilitation involved largely gutting the buildings, although a few fragments of plan and
structure survived. On the ground floor, the 1939 partitions for stores were removed and new
partitions installed for office use. Within three principle east-west partitions creating a front
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zone, a middle zone, and a rear zone, there were accommodations for fourteen offices, restrooms,
and rooms or spaces for reception, conferences, waiting, layout, coffee, drafting, meeting, and
janitor. Inside entrances on MacDonald and 11th streets were new diagonal walls that conveyed
to the visitor that the interior was new and stylish and foreshadowed the upper floors. The
MacDonald Avenue entrance lead to a stair along the west wall to a reconfigured mezzanine
level.
The second floor, formerly the ballroom floor, was redesigned with a smaller theater for 200
people and a studio area in an expanded lobby. Diagonal walls in the studio area created a
generally triangular space at the center.
The third floor, formerly the balcony to the ballroom repeated the diagonals of the second floor
for studios, practice rooms, a central skylit rehearsal studio for 60 people and a library. In the
front of the building, the balcony was reconfigured with diagonal lines.
Today, in 2007, a new rehabilitation of the building is proposed for the entire use of the East Bay
Center for the Performing Arts.

HISTORY OF OWNERSHIP AND USE
ADOLPH AND ELISABETH WINTERS: 1919 TO 1938
The Winters Building was built by Adolph Winters (1886 or 1889 - 1963) and his wife Elisabeth
Kuhn Winters (1890-1967), both of whom were born in Germany and came to Philadelphia,
Adolph in 1907 and Elisabeth Kuhn in 1903. In 1910, Adolph was a gardener living in a
boarding house and Elisabeth was a servant working for a family in Philadelphia (U.S. Census)
where they met. According to a much later newspaper article: “He told his future bride . . . that
they were going to California, to Richmond, a land of opportunity.” (Point Counterpoint 1978)
This article includes information contradicted by public records but also much information that
suggests sources who had known Adolph and Elisabeth. The article also stated of Adolph: “His
passion was flowers. Winters studied floriculture in Germany, Holland, and Canada.”
Adolph Winters came to Richmond by 1911; on 3 October 1911, he and Louis Keser bought lots
1-6 of Block 24 in the West Richmond Tract from the Richmond Real Estate Company. This
was in the vicinity of what is now Shields Park in North Richmond, probably the North
Richmond property with greenhouses “where he personally raised the magnificent ferns and
various greens that complimented his floral arrangements,” according to Point Counterpoint; the
article was accompanied by a photograph of Winters in his greenhouse. The Oakland Tribune
referred to his greenhouses in 1915.
Adolph and Elisabeth were married a little more than a year after purchasing the greenhouse
property on 8 December 1912 at the Methodist Church in Richmond.
According to Point Counterpoint, “the young Winters family was purposeful and hard working;”
“Adolph Winters prospered through hard work, quality, and honesty. His customers returned
faithfully, enabling him to enter the music business, selling phonograph records, record players,
sheet music and pianos;” “Each morning at 4:00 Winters would cross the bay to bicker and
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barter with the Japanese flower vendors in San Francisco and return with the fragrant
merchandise for a new day’s business. Regularly the local papers carried accounts of Winters
barreling down MacDonald Avenue in his exquisitely painted Ford panel truck to churn
headlong through the rainwater flooding the 14th Street underpass.”
The Winters were first listed with a flower store at 516 MacDonald in the 1912-1913 city
directory. In 1914-1915, they had moved to 927 MacDonald and expanded: “Adolph Winters,
Florist and Nurseryman, Agent for Victor and Columbia Phonographs.” In 1915-1916 they were
in the Elks Building. In 1918 they were at 1032 MacDonald Avenue. In 1920 and 1921 the store
was at 329 MacDonald.
Winters appears to have prospered. On 15 February 1919, he paid off a mortgage held by Louis
Keser, his partner in the greenhouse purchase. In February and June of 1919, the Oakland
Tribune ran ads for Columbia Records which could be bought at Adolph Winters store, among
other places, at 1030 MacDonald Avenue. The 1920 census showed him and Elisabeth living at
First and Hensley where they would stay for at least 30 years and showed Elisabeth’s parents,
Marie and Henry Kuhn, both retired, living with them. They did not have children. The census
listed Elisabeth as a saleslady at a flower and music store.
According to Point Counterpoint, “Between 1914 and 1920 lower MacDonald Avenue began to
develop and Adolph Winters began to dream and to plan. Winters wanted to create a structure, a
building, that would house his businesses and provide a place for people to enjoy flowers,
dancing and music. Each day, young Winters pondered the empty, muddy lot at 11th and
MacDonald.” He bought the site on 2 May 1919.
The opening of the building in 1923 was an occasion for controversy over Winter’s plan to hold
a dance on a Sunday: “Yesterday 20 churches and civic organizations were represented at a
meeting at the YMCA rooms where it was decided to make vigorous protest to the city council
against granting the permit.” The opposition to the dance “grants that a single dance date of this
kind for celebrating the completion of the city’s finest hall, would not in itself be so
objectionable, except that granting this one request would open up the proposal to hold public
dances in Richmond on Sunday, a practice that is opposed by practically all the churches, the
WCTU, women’s clubs, and other civic organizations.” (Oakland Tribune 1923)
Point Counterpoint attributed Winter’s difficulties to “the harsh anti-German sentiment of the
time which took a bitter toll on the Winter’s family” in the years around World War I. In view
of the absence of opposition to the dance by the Roman Catholics and the substantial population
of Italian immigrants in Richmond, it may also have been driven by an anti-Italian and antiCatholic bigotry. Supporting this possibility was the second event in the ballroom, a St.
Patrick’s Day Ball sponsored by the Young Ladies Institute and the Young Men’s Institute, two
Catholic organizations.
After this initial episode, few specific events in the ballroom are known. A poster at the
Richmond Museum of History stereotypes African Americans in an advertisement for a dance on
29 May 1924: George F. Brooks in “Shinola Shines” illustrated with a man in black face.
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By 1926, the ballroom was also used for boxing under the auspices of the Richmond Athletic
Club; the well-known Oakland boxing promoter, Harry Eagels lost money staging boxing in the
Winters Building, then continued to work with Adolph Winters himself in promoting matches.
Until 1938, the Winters continued to operate their flower and music businesses in the Winters
Building; then on 16 March 1938, ownership was transferred to the Mechanics Bank of
Richmond. It is not clear what the circumstances were of the transfer: did they lose the property
or sell it willingly? After that they continued to operate their businesses at 1301 MacDonald
Avenue. Adolph Winters was also the local manager for the Postal Telegraph and Cable
Company. The Winters remained in Richmond until they died, Adolph in 1963 and Elisabeth in
1967.
MECHANICS BANK OF RICHMOND: 1938 TO 1943
In 1939, the Mechanics Bank remodeled the ground floor into five separate retail spaces. During
the period of their ownership, two permits were issued for minor alterations to stores. On 22
August 1941, they sold the property to George A. Gottstein.
GEORGE A. GOTTSTEIN: 1943 TO 1946
George A. Gottstein, an unmarried chiropodist in Alameda, purchased the property, as an
investment and held onto it during the war years. By 1942, the spaces were all rented — to a
dress shop, a furniture shop, and an insurance and real estate business on MacDonald, and to a
beauty shop and a liquor store on 11th Street. Gottstein never lived in Richmond and was an
absentee-landlord. Nothing else is known about the building in this period, except that it was
probably completely rented and actively used, like everything else in Richmond. There is no
record of building permits issued during these years. On 1 May 1946, Gottstein sold the
property to Michael and Virginia Eleopoulos and Nicholas Glenos.
ELEOPOULOS AND GLENOS: 1946 TO 1974
The use and occupancy of the building under new owners after World War II remained little
changed. The dress shop at 1025 MacDonald became the Kaye & Miller Children’s Clothing
store in 1946, Babs’ Blouse Shop & Hollywood Fashions in 1950, and Lorette’s Sports Wear in
1953, after which it was vacant. The Standard Furniture Store at 1031 MacDonald became the
N.J. Milkovich Furniture Store in 1947-1948, the Richmond Fabric Center from 1948 to 1950,
and Marjorie’s Beauty Salon from 1952 to 1972 or later.
A small store existed for a few years at 1033 MacDonald. It was occupied by See’s Candies
from 1948 to 1955; See’s distinctive white and black storefront and interior was created under a
building permit of 21 July 1948 for $810.00. See’s Candies was started in Los Angeles in 1921.
The company opened a dozen new shops in southern California in the 1920s and 1930s, then
added more in San Francisco starting in 1936. “Following World War II, See’s Candy Shops
grew as California grew . . . opening up new shops throughout the state. In the 1950s, See’s
established itself with the new and growing phenomenon of shopping malls.” (See’s Candies
2006) It appears that the See’s in the Winters Building was one of many established in a period
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of company growth and that its closure may have been the result of moving to a shopping center,
a possibility that fits the pattern of change on MacDonald Avenue.
The corner store, at 1035 MacDonald Avenue, was converted from a real estate and insurance
office during the war to a restaurant run by the new owners of the building in 1946; it was called
the N&M Fountain for Nick Glenos and Mike Eleopoulos; the conversion was made under six
separate permits between 1946 and 1948, including one to build a counter and one to remodel
the storefront. In 1953, the restaurant closed, replaced by Simpson’s Jewelry Store until 1957,
after which it was vacant for several years. In 1962-1963, the space was occupied by California
Television Sales and in 1964 it was remodeled for Nationwide Finance Company which installed
a 7 by 15 foot revolving street sign; they remained until at least 1967.
On 11th Street, 303 was occupied by John’s Barber Shop from 1947 to 1966 when he moved out,
leaving the space vacant.
The Moana Club, a bar at 305 11th, was owned from 1950 to 1967 or later by Michael
Eleopoulos, the co-owner of the building and the N&M Fountain. This appears to have occupied
the space that was originally the ground level lobby for visitors to the ballroom, whose entrance
was marked by the marquee on 11th Street; the name “Moana” was still visible on the marquee
in 1977. The Standard Furniture Company, which had been at 1031 MacDonald in 1931
reappeared at 309 11th from 1950 to 1956.
Little is known about the uses of the ballroom in the post-war years. According to a newspaper
article, it was “long a spot where residents could dance to big bands” and was used as a roller
rink in its later days.” (Independent Gazette 1978)
RICHMOND REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY: 1974 TO PRESENT
The Richmond Redevelopment Agency bought the building on 31 January 1974. By 1977, it
was “largely vacant” (Oakland Tribune 1977) and plans were under way to rehabilitate the
building for offices on the ground floor and the East Bay Center for the Performing Arts above.
The East Bay Center for the Performing Arts, founded in 1969, had been at the Grace Lutheran
Church at 24th Street and Barrett Avenue until that time. Initially an organization to teach and
stage performing arts for the general public, it has become a center for childrens arts.

HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
HISTORY: DEVELOPMENT OF DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
The Winters Building was built at the northwest corner of MacDonald Avenue and 11th Street
near the center of downtown Richmond. The development of the city and its downtown provides
an important context for understanding the history and significance of the building
When the Europeans first passed through in the late 18th century, the area was occupied by the
Huchian people, a subgroup of the Ohlone. (Bastin 2003: 7) The best-known creation of the
Huchian was a shell mound “at what is now the foot of Eleventh Street” less than one mile south
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of its intersection with MacDonald Avenue; this was “One of the largest of the more than 400
shell mounds or kitchen middens that existed in the San Francisco Bay region when the first
white men came to its shores.” (Scott 1959: 51)
The native people had largely dispersed or died by 1823 when Francisco Maria Castro was
granted “four leagues of land bordered on the west and north by the bays of San Francisco and
San Pablo, and on the east by low verdant hills” (Hoover, et al. 1990: 53); this consisted of
17,939 acres and included the land on which Richmond, San Pablo, and El Cerrito would later be
built. The grant was first called Rancho Cochiyumes and later Rancho San Pablo. Castro ran
cattle on the land and lived in a house where El Cerrito Plaza shopping center was later built.
Castro’s heirs subdivided, sold, and lost (by both legal and questionable means) most of his grant
after the American annexation of California, but little development took place until after 1894
when the courts settled the title to Rancho San Pablo. A map of the area in 1894 showed the
area of the future city of Richmond divided into farm and ranch land ranging generally from 20
to 500 acres; individual properties were labeled with the names of owners — no Hispanic names,
one Italian name, and many northern European names. (Bastin 2003: 24)
In 1895, Augustin S. MacDonald, an Oakland “real-estate promoter,” observed that Point
Richmond was “the only point on the east side of the bay shore where land and navigable deep
water meet,” (quoted in Scott 1959: 88) making it an ideal site for a rail head. MacDonald
persuaded the Valley Road, a short-lived precursor of the Santa Fe Railway, of its potential. In
1898, the Santa Fe made “a major commitment . . . to extend its railway system to San
Francisco” via Ferry Point. (Anderson 1995: 1) In the meantime, anticipating the development
of a city for rail workers and other industries that would follow, MacDonald bought the closest
large piece of flat land to Ferry Point, the 500-acre ranch of George H. Barrett. (Scott 1959: 8889)
MacDonald surveyed the property into a standard grid of city lots and on 3 June 1899, filed his
plan with the County. The rectangular blocks and lots were numbered for easy recording and
sale; the future site of the Winters Building was lots 15 and 16 of block 44 (there were 28 lots in
each block). The presence of Barrett’s own house on 10th Street near the corner of MacDonald
in an otherwise empty landscape was perhaps a foreshadowing of this corner as the future center
of town and MacDonald Avenue as the main street. Thus, the future site of the Winters Building
was only a block from the center before the town developed at all.
With the beginning of rail service to Ferry Point in 1900 and opening of the Standard Oil
refinery in 1902, the potential for Richmond’s development rose, evidenced by a photograph of a
crowd at the “First Sale of Lots in the New City of Richmond” in 1902. (Scott 1959: 89) The
first settlement was all at Point Richmond in the constrained area of irregular streets around the
tunnel to Ferry Point, but MacDonald’s “New City” on flat land had room to grow. Sanborn
maps of March 1903 showed scattered development in two areas within MacDonald’s new grid
— the vicinity of MacDonald Avenue near 2nd Street and near 10th Street.
Around the time the town was incorporated in 1905, new development was increasing in the new
grid and an electric streetcar was operating on MacDonald Avenue. The October 1905 Sanborn
maps showed commercial development concentrated on MacDonald west of 6th Street. There
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were five wood houses scattered in the block where the Winters Building would be built, but
nothing on its site.
The May 1909 Sanborn maps showed the principal commercial development at that time to be
on MacDonald west of 4th Street, with modest development between 4th and 8th streets and
scattered development east of that. In the future Winters Building block there were eight
scattered houses. In addition, there was a structure of unknown characteristics on lot 15 (the east
half of the future Winters Building site); this was a rectangular structure of brick, stone, or
concrete construction (the microfilmed image of the original map is illegible), set back from the
front and rear of the lot and built to the sides of the lot.
Between the earthquake of 1906 which caused residents and businesses to move out of San
Francisco, and 1912, “cheap fuel, light and power, convenient transportation, and other favorable
conditions” (Scott 1959: 136-137) attracted major industries to Richmond including Winehaven,
the Pullman Car Shops, Western Pipe and Steel Company, Pacific Porcelain Works, Berkeley
Steel Works, the Standard Company Can factory, the Arctic Oil Company, the California Cap
Company, the U.S. Briquette Company, the Stauffer Company, and the Metropolitan Company.
These were in addition to the expansion of the Standard Oil Company and lines and facilities of
the Santa Fe and Southern Pacific Railroads.
So much development had an explosive effect on real estate speculation first of all and
population growth and commercial development as well. An official county map of 1911
showed MacDonald’s original grid expanded in every direction and increased in size by at least
three times. (Contra Costa County 1911) According to Donald Bastin, “By 1915 the city of
Richmond had passed through a period of rapid, youthful growth and entered into a period of
early maturity.” (Bastin 2003: 42) In other words, by this time Richmond looked less like a field
that was being built into a city and more like a settled small city. The Sanborn maps of June
1916 confirm this, showing downtown Richmond stretching along MacDonald Avenue from 1st
to 13th streets (Curiously, the site of the Winters Building, which was partly developed in 1909,
was vacant again in 1916). Bastin said that in 1917 MacDonald Avenue between 5th and 6th
streets was “the center of the business district” and by the late teens MacDonald Avenue had
become the place in which to do business and to have fun.” (Bastin 2003: 45, 42)
As the city continued to grow, the business center moved east. With the Ellis Building of 1919
and the American Trust Building shortly thereafter at the corner of MacDonald and 10th streets,
“By the 1920s, this area near Tenth Street was the busiest part of town.” (Bastin 2003: 60) The
completion of the Winters Building at MacDonald and 11th streets reinforced the importance and
the visual prominence of this area — within a block was the highest concentration of large
buildings (four stories or equivalent) in Richmond, including the Elks Building, Winters
Building, American Trust, and Carquinez Hotel.
Richmond continued to prosper and grow in the 1920s, driven by development of the port and by
the commitment of Ford Motor Company to build a plant (opened in 1931). The 1930 Sanborn
maps showed increasing density along MacDonald Avenue. Bastin said that the intersection of
10th and MacDonald was “considered to be the most prestigious location in town at the time.”
(Bastin 2003: 72)
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The population grew largely with the city’s industries. Like other industrial areas in a difficult
period for labor, the city attracted a disproportionate share of immigrants and others who were
discriminated against and had fewer choices in housing and employment. According to Bastin,
by 1930 “Italians constituted the largest single group in Richmond. (Bastin 2003: 61)
Richmond survived the Depression better than many places: “all the major businesses . . . and
many of the smaller ones continued to operate.” (Bastin 2003: 61) From 1926 when the
population was under 20,000 it grew to 23,642 in 1940. (Bastin 2003: 68; Scott 1959: 250)
More than almost anywhere else, the beginning of World War II in December 1941 marked the
end of an era in Richmond and the beginning of a new one: “the war boom hit Richmond like no
other town in the United States.” (Bastin 2003: 77) An established industrial city with an
underused harbor, four huge shipyards were rapidly built and 55 additional “major war
industries” were established in new or converted plants, producing gasoline, jeeps, tanks, troop
cars, munitions, etc. In two years the population increased more than fourfold, generating severe
crises in housing, transportation, community facilities, and business services. (Scott 1959: 250251) The existing population was outnumbered over night by newcomers who didn’t know the
locals and didn’t know each other.
An irony in this tremendous change was that the physical character of downtown Richmond
barely changed at all. Because of the shortages of goods, the huge increase in demand, and the
24-hour work day at the shipyards and elsewhere, commercial businesses and places of
entertainment stayed open all night: “People stood in line to get into stores because community
facilities hadn’t kept pace with the population increase.” (Scott 1959: 251) But this was an
increase in activity. There was little or no new construction because building materials were
reserved for the war industries and housing that served them — they were unavailable to most
businesses.
Thus, in spite of the changes in Richmond, MacDonald Avenue looked generally the same
before the war and after it. There were new signs at shops and businesses but very little
remodeling or new construction. The cluster of major buildings within a block or so of 10th and
MacDonald remained the densest area of town.
When the war was over, it was soon clear that among Bay Area cities, Richmond was “one of the
most dramatically affected.” The jobs that attracted the huge population growth disappeared as
quickly as they had come. To provide schools, streets, sewers, highways, recreation centers, and
other services would be very costly, and particularly so for a population that was substantially
unemployed. A bond issue passed in 1945 for a new Memorial Civic Center, an important
symbol of the wartime experience and future hopes, and also a first step in responding to the new
conditions after the war. But the city could never adequately provide the other services that were
needed (Scott 1959: 268-269)
Despite the problems in the local economy, “The downtown remained unchanged and it
continued to attract shoppers and club-goers throughout the 1950s. Whatever else was
happening in Richmond, MacDonald Avenue was still the place to be, and be seen.” (Bastin
2003: 93) Perhaps this was the case because although people had less money to spend, and
although the population had substantially declined from its peak (from 110,000 to 73,000 in
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1960), there were still many more people in Richmond than there were before the war when the
downtown was developed.
If downtown remained active, still it was in decline for reasons specific to Richmond as well as
for reasons common to almost all pre-war cities after World War II. Richmond’s citizens had
less money to spend and businesses and business owners had less money to maintain and
improve their buildings. Automobile use was on the rise and streetcars and other forms of public
transportation were in decline, enabling shoppers to go elsewhere and changing the old patterns
that brought shoppers downtown. These changes led to vacant stores and declining income
downtown for building owners. Owners who couldn’t or wouldn’t pay property taxes lost the
buildings; after years of neglect, many were demolished.
In part to address these problems, the Richmond Redevelopment Agency was formed in 1949.
With efforts all over town, by the early 1970s the Agency redesigned MacDonald Avenue with
shade trees in a median. (Bastin 2003: 116) As part of its downtown strategy, Larry Burris of the
Redevelopment Agency proposed “rehabilitation of existing buildings as a key to his efforts to
revitalize downtown and turn it into a regional service center.” (Oakland Tribune 1977)
Purchase of the Winters Building in 1974, and rehabilitation of it in 1978 were principal
examples of these efforts.
At the same time however, other developments made revitalization of downtown more difficult.
“The most serious blow was when retail giants such as Macy’s, J.C. Penny and Woolworth
abandoned the downtown . . . The exodus ‘left downtown looking like a ghost town.’” (Inman
1991: F-7) Then the Hilltop Regional Shopping Center opened in 1976, far from downtown.
With the disappearance of its major businesses MacDonald Avenue ceased to be the commercial
and, in a sense, “spiritual center of the city.” (Bastin 2003: 111) Despite efforts over many
years, downtown Richmond has not yet recovered.
ARCHITECTURE
A.W. Cornelius, Architect
Although some information is available about the work of Albert W. Cornelius, little is known
about his life. He was born in Halifax, Nova Scotia of Irish parents on 24 April 1864 and came
to the United States when he was sixteen. He was first listed in local directories in Alameda in
1892-1893. In 1900, he was listed in the U.S. Census as a resident of Buena Vista Avenue in
Alameda with his California-born wife, Martha, two daughters, and a fifteen year old Swiss
servant girl. He owned his home free of mortgage and his occupation was “Architect-Builder.”
In 1910, he and his family, now also including a son, lived with his wife’s mother, an immigrant
from Ireland, in a house on Pacific Avenue in Alameda and probably shortly afterward moved to
a house which he designed at 824 Grand Avenue in Alameda for his family. In 1920, he lived
with his son, a daughter and her husband (a building materials salesman) in his house on Grand
Avenue in Alameda, free of mortgage; his wife had died. He was not listed in the 1930 census
but was in directories until 1937; no obituary or other record has been found.
Little is known about his education, architectural training or experience. Before he called
himself an architect, he was a builder; records exist of approximately twelve houses he built in
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Alameda in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and twelve more in Oakland. More than any
one else he worked with the architect John Conant who may have provided training or simply an
example to emulate. Cornelius was first listed in San Francisco directories as an architect in
1907, at 470 Kearny Street. On 15 April 1908 he was granted license no. 497 to practice
architecture in California. In 1909-1910, his office was at 625 Market Street. By 1915, he was
in the Merchant’s National Bank Building where he remained for many years. His office was
listed continuously in San Francisco directories until 1927, except for 1924.
Cornelius was best known as a theater architect, although his practice included many other types
of buildings as well. Among his buildings that have been identified are the J.H. Kelley House in
Belvedere (1908), a house at 1373 Third Avenue in San Francisco (1909), two houses in the
Claremont District of Berkeley (according to Gary Goss), two arts and crafts style houses in
Alameda (according to Woody Minor), a two-story store and apartment building in Pittsburgh
(where he did several buildings according to Gary Goss) for the Grobstein Brothers (1915), a
brick building for the Bernhard Mattress Company at 18th and York in San Francisco (1918), the
Covell Building (a modern fireproof, steel frame building and “the last word in hotel
construction” according to the Modesto Evening News 1924) at 11th and J Streets in Modesto,
and a house in Martinez (1926).
Cornelius was a prolific theater architect who designed theaters all over northern and central
California, including in the following cities: Alameda, Berkeley, Fresno, Madera, Merced,
Oakland, Petaluma, Pittsburgh, Richmond, Salinas, San Francisco, Stockton, and Tracy. (Gary
Goss 2006) In 1915, his designs were featured illustrations of an article in the Architect and
Engineer on “Development of the Moving Picture Theater.” (Architect and Engineer 1915),
namely the Alameda Theater in Alameda and the T&D Theater in Berkeley. He also designed
the T&D Theater in Richmond, which was built in 1921 and was probably the reason his work
was known to Adolph Winters.
Building Type
The Winters Building represents an unusual building type, a 2-part structure with a commercial
ground floor and a public space above that was alternately described as a ballroom for dancing or
a theater for performances. While variations of this type were probably built in many California
towns and cities in the first half of the twentieth century, they have not been surveyed or well
documented.
While the two-part commercial and ballroom building is not well known, as a type it is related to
other well-documented building types, including courthouses, theaters, and fraternal halls. Such
buildings were built in every small city and town on standard city lots typically 50 to 100 feet
wide and 100 to 200 feet deep. Each of these is a two-part structure with its plan and structural
design related to each other. In each, the lower level is divided into multiple small spaces —
stores, offices, dressing rooms, or storage. Interior columns or walls on the ground floor support
the floor above, they generally don’t obstruct the use of the spaces because they are incorporated
in the walls that subdivide the floor. The upper level, on the other hand, should be a column-free
space; this is achieved by roof trusses.
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Thus, the ballroom or theater or courtroom must be on the top floor so that it can easily be
spanned by roof trusses; it is of course possible but more expensive to have additional floors
above the trussed, column-free space. The presence of subdivided space below provides services
for the space above or, if it is commercial, it provides income to support the upper level space.
A courtroom may be served by county offices and judges rooms below; a theater may be served
by lobbies, ticket sales, refreshments, dressing rooms, or storage below; and a fraternal hall may
benefit from income from the rental of stores below. In this way, the structural and functional
design of the building is mutually supportive.
In other ways, the structures of these related types of buildings have common features. Upper
level spaces are typically lit by large windows which also indicate to an observer that there is a
large space upstairs. Because of their uses for public assembly, these types of buildings are
vulnerable to fires and are subject to special building laws; in most cities, these buildings must
be of fire resistant construction, such as brick or reinforced concrete. These buildings also share
a need for adequate heating and ventilating. Ventilating can be achieved by passive systems of
registers modulating between ducts and flues for intake and exhaust, or by more sophisticated
systems that include heating elements and blowers.
Finally, as two-part buildings, these building types lend themselves to decorative treatments in
two-part compositions. This is specially the case if the lower level is used for retail space,
unrelated to the activities above. As in other commercial building types, such buildings typically
are largely glass below and are decorated above with architectural motifs borrowed from
historical building traditions, most often Renaissance or Baroque Europe.

EVALUATION
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The Winters Building at the northwest corner of MacDonald Avenue and 11th Street in
downtown Richmond appears to be a historic resource under CEQA by its eligibility as a historic
resource under Richmond’s historic resource code, and by its eligibility for listing on both the
California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) and the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP).
It appears to meet five of the six criteria for designation as a historic resource in Richmond.
Summarizing, these are 1) cultural significance as an early private theater, 2) significance for
association with a significant person — Adolph Winters, 3) geographical significance for its
proximity to Richmond’s historic center, 4) an example of a building type, a two-part building
with commercial use on the ground level and a ballroom-theater above, and 5) a representative of
the work of A.W. Cornelius, an architect who made an influential contribution to Richmond.
It appears to be eligible under criterion 2 of the CRHR at the local level. Under criterion 2, it is
associated with Adolph Winters, a significant local person.
Similarly, it appears to be eligible under criterion B of the NRHP at the local level. Under
criterion B, it is associated with Adolph Winters, a significant local person.
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Under both CRHR and NRHP, the period of significance is 1923 to 1938. The building
possesses integrity for this period.
EXISTING RECOGNITION
The Winters Building has not previously been recorded as a historic resource or identified as a
potential historic resource. It is not listed in the Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) historic
resources database.
Described at the time of its completion in the Oakland Tribune as “the city’s finest hall,” it was
documented by professional photographs at that time, some of which are on display in the
Richmond Museum of History and reproduced in Donald Bastin’s book, Richmond. Adolph
Winters and the building were the subject of a 1978 article in Point Counterpoint.
CITY OF RICHMOND HISTORIC RESOURCE
The Winters Building would appear to meet several of the criteria in the city’s Historic
Structures Code (Chapter 6.06.060 Historic resource designation criteria) for designation as a
historic resource, discussed below.
1) It exemplifies or reflects valued elements of the City’s cultural, social, economic, political,
aesthetic, engineering, archeological, or architectural history.
The Winters Building reflects the cultural history of Richmond as a private effort
to create a place for musical or theatrical performances at a time when the city
had not built any public facility for such purposes and when such activities were
generally held in rented spaces like fraternal halls, if they were held at all.
2) It is identified with persons or events important in local, state, or national history.
The Winters Building was built and managed for many years by Adolph and
Elisabeth Winters. Winters was a colorful person who made a contribution to the
city’s cultural life.
3) It reflects significant geographical patterns, including those associated with different eras of
settlement and growth, particular transportation modes, or distinctive examples of park or
community planing.
The Winters Building is a conspicuous survivor from the long period when the
center of downtown was considered to be at the corner of MacDonald and 10th
Street; located at MacDonald and 11th, in a cluster of other survivors, the Winters
Building helps mark that important part of Richmond’s main street.
4) It embodies distinguishing characteristics of an architectural style, type, period, or method
of construction, or is a valuable example of the use of indigenous materials or craftsmanship.
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The Winters Building is a rare example of an important building type once found
in California’s small cities and towns, a two-part building with commercial use on
the groundfloor and a ballroom-theater above.
5) It is representative of the notable work of a builder, designer, or architect whose style
influenced the city’s architectural development.
The Winters Building was designed by architect A.W. Cornelius immediately
after Cornelius’ T&D Theater. These two buildings with their plentiful detail and
bold classical features were among the most lively and conspicuous buildings on
MacDonald Avenue for many years. Since the T&D Theater was demolished, the
Winters Building alone recalls Cornelius’ work and its contribution.
6) A structure, site, or other improvement which meets any of the above criteria at the highest
level, and whose loss would be a major loss to the city, may be designated an outstanding
historical resource.
While the Winters Building would appear to meet this criterion, before such a
designation could be made, a comprehensive historical survey of Richmond
should be undertaken.
CALIFORNIA REGISTER OF HISTORICAL RESOURCES (CRHR)
Properties may qualify for the CRHR in several ways. Properties listed in or formally
determined eligible for the National Register and California Registered Historical Landmarks
from No. 770 onward are automatically listed in the CRHR. Some properties may qualify if they
have been “identified as significant in an historic resource survey” if the survey meets certain
standards and if the survey is not more than five years old. Similarly, some properties
designated under municipal or county ordinances may qualify.
The most common way to qualify for the CRHR is to meet the criteria which are similar to those
of the National Register. Like the National Register, eligible properties must first be shown to
meet one or more of the criteria and then be shown to possess integrity.
The criteria of the CRHR are as follows:
(b) Criteria for evaluating the significance of historical resources. An historical
resource must be significant at the local, state or national level, under one or more of the
following four criteria:
(1) It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the
United States;
(2) It is associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or
national history;
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(3) It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method
of construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values; or
(4) It has yielded, or has the potential to yield, important information to the
prehistory or history of the local area, California, or the nation.
A property that meets the criteria is then subject to assessment of its integrity, as follows:
(c) Integrity. Integrity is the authenticity of an historical resource’s physical
identity evidenced by the survival of characteristics that existed during the resource’s
period of significance. Historical resources eligible for listing in the California Register
must meet one of the criteria of significance described in section 4852 (b) of this chapter
and retain enough of their historic character or appearance to be recognizable as
historical resources and to convey the reasons for their significance. Historical resources
that have been rehabilitated or restored may be evaluated for listing.
Integrity is evaluated with regard to the retention of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. It must also be judged with reference to
the particular criteria under which a resource is proposed for eligibility. Alterations over
time to a resource or historic changes in its use may themselves have historical, cultural,
or architectural significance.
It is possible that historical resources may not retain sufficient integrity to meet
the criteria for listing in the National Register, but they may still be eligible for listing in
the California Register. A resource that has lost its historic character or appearance may
still have sufficient integrity for the California Register if it maintains the potential to
yield significant scientific or historical information or specific data.
Criterion 1
The Winters Building appears to meet criterion 1 of the CRHR for its contribution to the cultural
life of the city, both in its retail musical flower businesses and in its ballroom-theater. Built at a
time when there were no public cultural facilities in Richmond, this was a private effort for the
public good.
Criterion 2
The Winters Building appears to meet criterion 2 of the CRHR for its association with Adolph
Winters. Winters was an energetic German immigrant who built his passions for flowers and
music into one of downtown Richmond’s most prominent buildings. While Point Counterpoint
called him “the man who loved beauty,” he was also a successful businessman who achieved one
of the hallmarks of success during the early twentieth century — a building with his name on it.
In this case, not only is his name on the building, but also an image of his and his wife’s faces.
In his retail business selling flowers and musical instruments and other items, he provided
unlikely goods and services in a rough industrial city. In his ballroom-theater, he provided
entertainments of various kinds (from music to boxing) at a time when there were no public
facilities for such things.
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Criterion 3
The Winters Building appears to meet criterion 3 of the CRHR as an example of an unusual but
important building type, a combination retail store and ballroom-theater. Such buildings were
built in many cities before public facilities were available. The imagery of the building is
appropriate to the type — playful, lively, bold. It may also meet criterion 3 as an example of the
work of the architect A.W. Cornelius, a specialist in theater architecture.
Criterion 4
Criterion 4 is associated with archeology and is not addressed in this report.
Period of Significance
Under criterion 1, the period of significance, associated with the years when the Winters
Building was an active ballroom-theater supported by a music and flower businesses, is 19231938. Under criterion 2, the period of significance is the period when the building was owned
by Adolph and Elisabeth Winters from 1923 to 1938. Under criterion 3, the period of
significance is the year of construction, 1923.
Integrity
If the property is significant it must also possess integrity to be eligible for the CRHR. Integrity
is measured in seven aspects, as follows:
Location. The property remains on its original site and possesses integrity of location.
Design. Integrity of design can be addressed for two aspects of the building, its interior and its
exterior. Despite a few surviving material fragments and the survival of a theater space with a
balcony (smaller than the original theater and with a much altered balcony), the interior has lost
integrity through new partitions, new floors, and new finishes since 1978.
Outside, the building can again be seen in two parts, the ground level and the upper level. The
ground level at the front was remodeled first in 1939 and many times afterwards. This part of
the building has lost integrity under all criteria. The rest of the ground level has diminished
integrity; however substantial features of this area survive. The upper level of the exterior
retains integrity under all criteria.
Setting. The setting has changed: across both 11th Street and MacDonald there are new
structures built in the 1960s or after. However, in relation to much of downtown Richmond,
which is substantially demolished, the survival of most buildings on the Winters Building block
(albeit altered) constitute a survival of integrity.
Materials and Workmanship. Integrity of materials and workmanship is parallel to that of
design: the inside and the front of the ground level are lost, the rest of the ground level and the
upper level are retained. The biggest losses in both of these categories are the marquee and the
glass front that continued inside to form an interior court with a fountain. Also, the loss of the
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ballroom with the decorated ceiling represents a loss of integrity of both materials and
workmanship.
Feeling. Integrity of feeling is altered by the loss of integrity of setting and by the changes to the
ground level and the interior. At the same time, the bold character of the design of the upper
level conveys a strong, unchanging feeling from all periods of the building’s history.
Association. Integrity of association remains on the exterior — the building is the place where
the ballroom and the stores existed. Inside, it is lost.
Discussion
The Winters Building possesses significance under criteria 1, 2, and 3. However, it has lost
integrity under criteria 1 and 3 through the loss of the ballroom and the glass storefront. These
features were fundamental to its role in the cultural life of Richmond under criterion 1 and, under
criterion 3, both to its representation of a distinctive building type and to its representation of the
work of A.W. Cornelius. The building retains integrity under criterion 2 and thus is eligible for
the CRHR under criterion 2.
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES (NRHP)
The criteria of the NRHP are similar to those of the CRHR. Thus, the Winters Building appears
eligible for the NRHP under criterion B.
CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
Historic resources under CEQA are resources that are listed in or determined to be eligible for
listing in the CRHR. The Winters Building appears to be eligible for the CRHR, the NRHP, and
for historic resource status in the City of Richmond.
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1.WintersBuildinq.Persoective
ofsouthend.Viewnorthwest.
Pbotol-17.

2. Winters Buildinla-East side. View northwest. Photo l-7.
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3. WintersBuilding.Perspective.
Viewsouthwest.
Photol-2.

4. Wilters Buildine. Perspectiveofnofth end. View southwest.Photo l-3.
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5. Wintcrs13uilcling.
Southcnd. Vicw nofthcast.PholoI-9.

6. Wintcr-s
Building.Southcnd detail.View nofiheast.Phok)I l0-
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Photol-16
Eastsidedetail.View northwost.
L WintersBuildiDa.

10. Winiers Building. East side detail. Vicw west. Photo 1 18.
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Photol-16.
ll. WintersBuildins.Eastsidedetail.Viewsouthwest.

12.WintersBoildins.North enddetail. View south.Photol-33.
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13.WintersBuildinc.Roofdetail. View east.Photo1-22.

14.WintersBuildine.Roofdetail. View west. Photo1-21,
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15.WintersBuildinginterior.Basemenr
derail.View northwest.Phorol-28.

16.WintersBuildinginterior.Basement
detail.View northwest.Photo1-27.
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17.WintersBuildinginterior.Trussdetail.Viewsouthwest.
Photo1-19.

18.WintersBuildinginterior-Firstfloor daocespace.View southeast.Photo1-30.
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I 9. WintersBuildinginterior.Firstflooroorridor.Viewsouth.Photo1-26.

20.WintersBui)dinsinterior.Secondfloor office.View iorth. Photol-32.
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21. WintersBuildingint€rior.Secondfloor publicspace.View southwest.Photo1-25.

22.WintersBuildinginterior.Secondfloor theater.View southwest.Photol-24.
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23.WintersBuildinginterior.
Thirdfloorbalcony.
View southwest.
Photol-20

24. WintersBuildinginterior.Third floor detail.View north. Photo1-23.
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